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FuzzyDupes is an application that helps you find duplicate entries in your database or files. It locates
the exact matches between your data that your computer doesn't spot. You can use it as an easy way
to find duplicates in both Office files and databases. FuzzyDupes is a simple but powerful tool to search

for duplicates in your Windows computer or any other source of data. FuzzyDupes is more than a
simple search tool. It provides a deeper functionality, allowing you to complete certain processes with
the help of several database and file management features. FuzzyDupes Features: Version 1.0+; Time

(From search to save): 1 minute. Programming languages: C/C++, Visual Basic 6.0/7.0, VBScript.
Target Windows and Office files, ODBC databases, SQL databases, Excel spreadsheets, and more. No

database administrator required. FuzzyDupes is developed to do all the work. Batch processing.
FuzzyDupes can find and delete duplicates in databases, Excel tables and other sources of information
at once. Automatic and manual search. FuzzyDupes uses the power of automated algorithms to search

for duplicates, and can operate manually if you prefer. Thorough analysis. FuzzyDupes will find both
exact and near matches in your data. Record keeping. FuzzyDupes keeps records of the files you will

be searching and the results. Export. You can export your search results to various forms, including TXT
and CSV files. What's New in this Version: Version 1.3.6: Bug Fix. License: Shareware, $49 to buy the
Full Version. FatMySQLAdmin is a utility that provides a friendly database administator interface. It

supports creating, deleting, editing and viewing databases and tables, deleting and recovering
database tables, changing database-user privileges, managing users and creating users. DefaultToolkit
is a collection of free, open-source software (FOSS) components designed to make the Internet a safer
and more trustworthy environment for everyone. It includes components for internet security, privacy,

anonymity, freedom, defense and counter-intelligence. Inkscape 0.48 is a vector graphics editor for
Windows, Macintosh OS X, and
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is great for any office users. It identifies duplicates and reduces your work and time. The application
uses cluster and duplicates threshold to automatically detect duplicate entries. FuzzyDupes Provides

full support of MS-SQL, MySQL, Oracle and PostgreSQL database. You can search with all fields or
specific fields; Can target various database types. The application's set of features is suitable for office
work, but since It's only able to load local TXT/CSV files, it's better of performing database searches.
Truth be told, databases It uses automated algorithms based on cluster and duplicates threshold to

either find similar entries or all records with the same tag. Great performance. The application can load
database files up to 200,000 records in a few seconds. Also, the application can handle with databases

with high volumes of information. Users can manually search for specific or all data entries.
Furthermore, it contains advanced algorithms to identify a duplicate record. After detecting duplicates,
the users can select or de-select the entries in a list or CSV format. You can print out duplicate entries
in specified formats. Enterprise grade and data security. It can run on both Windows and Mac systems.

Data is encoded and sent via secure ssl connection. It automatically detects the maximum and
minimum number of duplicates. After detecting the duplicates, it generates a report showing the total
number of duplicates as well as the list of entries. FuzzyDupes is fully compatible with MS-SQL, MySQL,
PostgreSQL and Oracle databases. It supports international characters and Unicode. It contains a report

of duplicates and the number of duplicates. FuzzyDupes is an application to automatically detect
duplicate records and removes the redundant data. It provides full support of MS-SQL, MySQL,

PostgreSQL, Oracle databases and more. After detecting the duplicates, you can select or de-select the
entries in a list or CSV format. You can print out duplicate entries in specified formats. Enterprise grade
and data security. It can run on both Windows and Mac systems. Data is encrypted and sent via secure
ssl connection. So it's definitely a good idea to be sure that the person who's helping you knows how
they want to get some data out of a database. FuzzyDupes Interface: But, there is a simple interface

with a great set of options. You can easily select the fields, either normal or 3a67dffeec
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=============== FuzzyDupes was made by Kohlhase & Müller GmbH who are an independent
IT consulting company. We are located in Germany and run a small IT support team and are both also a
regular and avid user. Back in 2007 we came across a project that was looking for code solvers
because their primary purpose was to do duplicate detection and removal. Over the years we
implemented an Excel sheet which allowed us to automate a lot of the process by searching the
database from an Excel spreadsheet. This project came to us because our client requested a "tool" that
could be used internally for duplicates in their database. They would be able to see how many
duplicates were created, what fields were duplicated and even if certain fields were duplicated (birth
date, for example). This was actually a pretty big project for us because the database had to be
scripted up, fields could be added and modified, and finally installed and tested. The client kept the
Excel sheet in its database to help with the process, and in case they encountered a new keyword or
new types of files. So the tools is only able to deal with the files that the client has specified through
the GUI. We hope you like the application and it was able to help you out with your duplicates. It's still
somewhat of a beta, but we would like to hear your feedback and develop it further. What is new in this
release: ============================ Version 4.0.1 ---------------- - Minor
enhancements Changes: ========== *Enhancements:* * All features accessible from the GUI are
now also enabled from the command line. * Clarified the search items in the GUI. What is new in this
release: ============================ Version 4.0.0 ---------------- * Initial Release What
is new in this release: ============================ Version 3.6.0 ---------------- *
Support for FuzzyDupes-Excel files * Code enhancement Changes: ========== * Enhancement:
Command line support for editing FuzzyDupes-Excel files has been added. * Enhancement: To start an
FuzzyDupes process from the command line, the "-i" and "-o" arguments have been added. *
Enhancement: The "-l" and "-s" arguments have been added. * Enhancement: Setting of additional
variables from the command line has been added. * Improvement: Item

What's New In FuzzyDupes?

Find, compare and remove duplicate text quickly and efficiently Search in databases, Office files and
the Internet for similar documents FuzzyDupes provides powerful word matching algorithms for
database searches, text and email searches. FuzzyDupes perfectly suits for finding duplicate
documents and files in databases, Office files and the Internet. * It allows to perform database
searching to find duplicate records. * It provides for automatic cluster detection and allows to find items
as much as possible. * It allows to define the number of duplicate items to find. * It provides a wide
variety of output formats. * It is easy and safe to use. * It allows to use Microsoft Word templates for
database searching. * It allows to define the minimum number of characters to be found. * It is
provided with a wide range of text field types. * It provides visualization of search results in the form of
a table. * It supports various languages including EN, US, FI, RU. * It saves all search results and all
their parameters in the history file. * It supports dictionaries and phonetic searches. * It supports back
and forward searches, partial searches. * It supports automatic cluster detection and allows to find
items as much as possible. * It allows to work with a variety of database types. * It allows to work with
Office files and databases. * It allows to open external files. * It allows to open ODBC and OLE-DB
connections. * It provides offline searching. * It allows to perform word searching. * It allows to work in
the context menu. * It allows to perform custom searches. * It allows to perform fuzzy searches. * It
allows to perform regular expression searching. * It allows to filter duplicate items. * It allows to skip
big documents. * It allows to add duplicates to the database. * It allows to remove duplicates from the
database. * It allows to filter duplicate items. * It allows to get an overview of the full search history. * It
allows to save the entire search history. * It supports Windows Vista and 7. * It supports Windows 2000
and XP. * It supports Windows 2000 and XP. * It supports Windows Vista and 7. * It supports Windows
2000 and XP. * It supports Windows Vista and 7. * It supports Windows 2000 and XP. * It supports
Windows Vista
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System Requirements:

Gamepad DirectX® 11 Windows 7 or later Minimum 2GB of available space Intel Core i3 3rd Gen or
AMD equivalent 1 GB of RAM Graphics: Windows® 7 or later 1024 x 768 minimum resolution, 1-bit
colour 4 GB of available space Minimum 16 GB of free space Please Note: This game has been
optimized for play on the PC. Therefore, some console controllers may not work correctly with this title.
Additionally, the Xbox One is not compatible with
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